Prediction of atomic structure from sequence for double helical DNA oligomers.
DNA can adopt different conformations depending on the base sequence, solvent, electrolyte composition and concentration, pH, temperature, and interaction with proteins. Here we present a model for calculating the three-dimensional atomic structure of double-stranded DNA oligomers. A theoretical energy function is used for calculating the interactions within the base steps and an empirical backbone function is used to restrict the conformational space accessible to the bases and to account for the conformational coupling of neighboring steps in a sequence. Conformational searching on large structures or a large number of structures is possible, because each base step can be described by just two primary degrees of freedom (slide and shift). A genetic algorithm is used to search for low-energy structures in slide-shift space, and this allows very rapid optimization of DNA oligomers. The other base step parameters have been previously optimized for all possible slide-shift sequence combinations, and a heuristic algorithm is used to add the atomic details of the backbone conformation in the final step of the calculation. The structures obtained by this method are very similar to the corresponding X-ray crystal structures observed experimentally. The average RMSD is 2.24 Angstroms for a set of 20 oligomer structures. For 15 of these sequences, the X-ray crystal structure is the global energy minimum. The other 5 are bistable sequences that have B-form global energy minima but crystallize as A-DNA.